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Balboa Press, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. Threads of starlight weave life together in a rich saga of multidimensional tales.
They are the light between shadows which is where these earth stories have been awaiting their
unveiling. That time is now, whatever now in which they happen into your world. Galaxy 313: Book
One of the mystical fiction series Hearts Beat Wisdom introduces the principal characters and
provides an overview of events thus far. These timeless tales for ages 8 through adult open a path
to enlighten the heart and soul of humanity during this time of transformation. The light of love
shining within each person must unite as One with Divine Presence to restore balance and harmony
to self, the earth, and all life. - Niko of Quintaris--an adventurous young man who breaks with
Quintaris tradition in following his heart. - Kuma, Wisdom Keeper and Star Spinner on Galaxy 313--
a rare breed of guide and teacher. - Sefron--a light-being from Galaxy 313 who assumes visible
forms, primarily as an elf who is Niko s mentor on earth. - Annalisa--the fairy princess who is given
to outbursts of worry about...
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This publication is wonderful. it was actually writtern very completely and beneficial. You may like the way the writer compose this publication.
-- Pr of . Aisha  Mosciski PhD-- Pr of . Aisha  Mosciski PhD

This book may be worth purchasing. I was able to comprehended every thing using this published e publication. I am happy to let you know that this is the
very best ebook i have got read inside my very own daily life and could be he finest ebook for actually.
-- Rhoda  Dur g a n PhD-- Rhoda  Dur g a n PhD
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